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1. What does your organisation do? What is its mission?
The mission of Dynamo is to develop talent and assist the potential of the players to
realise their dream and achieve their goal of being a football star.
2. How have you involved KickStart Ghana volunteers in your activities?
We have volunteers coming in as football coaches. They take coaching sessions for
the team each day of the week. They also help manage at the matches.
3. What difference have the KickStart Ghana volunteers made to your
organisation? What impact have they had?
The volunteers have made a big difference. Firstly they have brought hope to the
players. They have also helped them improve their playing skills.
They used to play a ‘raw’ kind of football. Now they have good technique and better
skills. They have also improved tactically with the help of the coaches. They are now
confident players. The U-12s, U-14s and U-17s were league champions at district
level in 2010. The U-14s became regional champions and the U-17s were runners up.
We also have the only player in the region to take part in the Aspire Africa trials. He
was scouted as one of the best 50 young players in Ghana.
The coaching has also helped the region, it has improved the standard of football as
a whole.
Playing football has also been key to keeping the players fit and promoting good
health.
4. Have you received any donations from KickStart Ghana? Is so, what have
these been for? What have they achieved?
The sponsorship from KickStart Ghana has meant that we can enter four teams in
local leagues. The sponsorship provided has also helped pay for essential items such
as training gear and kit for matches. Other important things such as transportation

and hospital bills when the players have been injured have also been covered by
KickStart Ghana.
Without the support of KickStart Ghana, Dynamo FC would not exist.

